WARM UP

Look at these two paintings.
What are the similarities?
How are they different?
What is **Pop Art**?

- A major art movement from the mid 1950’s in England and by the early 1960’s was at its fullest potential in New York.
- Themes and techniques were drawn from *popular culture (hence “pop” art)*:
  - advertising, mass media
  - comic strips
  - celebrity photographs
  - consumer product packaging
  - everyday objects
Andy Warhol

- Andy Warhol (1928-1987) was one of the most influential American artists of the 20th century.
- He drew on images such as comic books, soup cans, movie stars and the media to challenge the "highbrow" views of fine art.
- In addition to being an artist, Warhol was a filmmaker, painter, collector, music producer, commercial designer and illustrator, author, magazine publisher, and fashion model.
Roy Lichtenstein

Using PRIMARY Color scheme creates UNITY
BENDAY DOTS
Can be layered
To create NEW Colors…